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xf.kr dks vDlj ,slk fo"k; le>k tkrk gS tks u dsoy dfBu gS] cfYd mls le>us o vkRelkr~ djus ds
fy, fo'ks"k ;ksX;rk pkfg,A ,slk ge cpiu ls lksprs vk, gSaA xf.kr dk uke lqurs gh gesa ilhuk vkus yxrk
gSA D;k xf.kr lpeqp ,slk gh fo"k; gS\ xf.kr dks dfBu le>us dk gekjk eq[; dkj.k gS fd ftl izdkj
d{kk esa gesa xf.kr i<+k;k tkrk gS mlls gesa ,slk yxrk gS fd xf.kr dsoy ,d fo"k; gS] dqN lw=kksa dh lgk;rk
ls dqN lokyksa dks gy djus dk vkSj ftldk gekjs jkst+ejkZ ds thou esa dksbZ mi;ksx ugha gSA ysfdu xf.kr
gj txg vkSj gj fn'kk esa ekStwn gSA gkaykfd ge bl rF; dks tku ugha ikrs D;ksafd ;g xf.kr dh rjg yxrk
ugha gSA tSlk geus vius Ldwyh thou esa i<+k Bhd ml :i dk xf.kr gesa dgha utj ugha vkrkA ysfdu ;g
egt ,d Hkze gS] ge ;g HkyhHkkarh tkurs gSa fd vius nSfud thou dks pykus ds fy, ge dsoy vkSj dsoy
xf.krh; lafØ;kvksa ij fuHkZj gSaA fcuk xf.krh; i)fr vkSj ladsruksa dk mi;ksx fd;s rks ge 'kk;n Bhd ls
lksp le> Hkh ugha ldrsA fQj Hkh xf.kr gekjs thou esa vn`'; cuk jgrk gSA ,sls dqN mnkgj.k gSa tc Hkh
ge dksbZ oLrq fdlh ek=kk esa [kjhnrs gSa] mlds fy, fn, tkus okys ewY; dh x.kuk djrs gSaA ?kj ls cl ;k jsy
idM+us ds fy, pyrs gSa] fdlh O;fDr dks fdlh [kkl txg ds ckjs esa le>krs gSa] fdlh fuekZ.k dks cukrs] le>rs
gSa%& xf.kr fcuk vkokt fd;s gekjs 'kCnksa esa] fopkjksa esa vkSj ps"Vkvksa esa ?kqy tkrk gSA vxj Bhd ls le>uk
gks rks dguk pkfg, xf.kr Bhd mlh rjg gekjs vfLrRo dk fgLlk gS ftl rjg lkal ysukA ge fdl rjg lkal
ys jgs gSa vkSj fdruh ek=kk esa] ;g ge dHkh ugha lksprs] fnu esa ,d ckj Hkh ughaA Bhd blh rjg geus fdrus
xf.kr dk mi;ksx dj fy;k gS vxj ge fdlh ,d fnu esa bldk fglkc yxkus cSaBs rks pfdr jg tk;saxsA vkSj
gka bl fglkc dks yxkus ds fy, Hkh gesa xf.kr dk gh mi;ksx djuk iM+sxkA lpeqp] ge vius izfrfnu ds thou
esa izk;% mu lkjh xf.krh; lafØ;kvksa vkSj i)fr;ksa dk mi;ksx dj ysrs gSa ftUgsa] ,d cPpk vius iwjs Ldwyh
thou esa lh[krk gSA laHkor% mlls Hkh vf/kd vkSj og Hkh fdlh ,d fnu esaA

tjk lksfp,] jlksbZ esa vuqikr dk fdruk egRo gSA vf'kf{kr x`g.kh Hkh fdruh dq'kyrk ls bl xf.krh; le>
dk mi;ksx djrh gSaA Hkjs irhys esa ued dh ek=kk dk vuqeku dksbZ NksVh n{krk ugha gSA ;g ,d oSKkfud
vkdyu gS tks cgqr vf/kd vuqHko vkSj xyfr;ksa dh ekax djrk gSA vxj fo'okl ugha vkrk rks lCth cukus
dh 'kq#vkr dfj,A vuqikr dh tjk lh xM+cM+h ls [kk|] v[kk| cu tkrk gSaA 'kqØ gS fd ,slk ugha gksrk vkSj
gekjs [kkus dk vkuan cuk jgrk gSA bruk gh ugha] fcuk T;kferh; ifjdYiuk vkSj fMtk;fuax ds pkSdksj vkSj
cgqdks.kh; jksfV;ka vkids tk;ds esa dkQh [kyy Mky ldrh gSA
;fn ge vius izkd`frd ifjos'k dh vksj utj ?kqekdj ns[ksa rks ik;saxs fd  i'kq&i{kh]
dhV&iraxs lHkh xf.krh; fu;eksa dk mi;ksx djrs gSaA fxygjh dHkh cM+k yM~Mw mBkdj
pyus dh dksf'k'k ugha djrh] og mls ogha [kkrh gSA i{kh dHkh viuh {kerk ls cM+k
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jaxksyh% yksd dyk o ijEijk esa T;kferh; vkÑfr dk mi;ksx

ge fdruk Hkkj Bsy ldrs gSa%
D;k blds fy, xf.kr dk mi;ksx vko';d ughaZ\

jlksbZ esa vuqikr dk egRo ftldk mi;ksx ge lc djrs gSa
¼bM+yh cukus dk uqL[k+k½

1- 2 di pkoy
2- 1 di mM+n dh nky
3- 1&1@2 pEep ued
4- ,d pqVdh [kkus dk lksMk
5- 1 pEep rsy

ghjk% izÑfr esa T;kfefr vkdkj

ch-dq- R;kxh
bktyagi@vigyanprasar.gov.in

ojyh yksd fp=kdyk

f'kdkj ugha mBkrsA phafV;ka cM+h
[kk| lkexzh ds ,d ckj esa gh
Bhd mrus cM+s VqdM+s dj ysrh gSa
ftUgsa os ys tk ldrh gSaA ;g
fofp=k vkSj fnypLi gS!
euq"; ds ikl cgqr lh Hkk"kk,a
gSaA gj Hkk"kk dk Kku dqN yk[k
;k dqN djksM+ yksxksa rd lhfer

gSA ysfdu xf.kr ,slh Hkk"kk gS ftls gj egk}hi ds lHkh yksx tkurs gSaA
;g Hkk"kk gesa u dsoy lalkj ds lHkh yksxksa cfYd lHkh ^dky* ds yksxksa
ls tksM+rh gSA ;gh og Hkk"kk gS tks vrhr ds nk'kZfudksa dks vkt ds
oSKkfudksa ls] v/;kidksa dks fdlkuksa ls] ys[kdksa dks vf'kf{kr le>h tkus
okyh x̀g.kh ls tksM+rh gSA iz/kkuea=kh ls ysdj vke vkneh rd vkSj cSadlZ
ls ysdj cPpksa rd lHkh bl Hkk"kk dk mi;ksx djuk ilan djrs gSa vkSj
,slk djds [kq'k gksrs gSaA

xf.kr dh Hkk"kk ds }kjk gh euq"; varfj{k dh xgjkbZ ls ysdj leqnz
dh rygVh rd] lw{e ̂Mh-,u-,-* ls ysdj fo'kkydk; Mk;uklksj rd ds
jgL;ksa dks [kksy ldk gSA blhls euq"; us dfBu ls dfBu jksxksa dh nok,a
[kkstha] tfVy ls tfVy izkd`frd xfr;ksa vkSj lajpukvksa dks le>k]
fofHkUu LFkkuksa dh nwfj;ksa dh x.kuk dhA jksVh cukus ls ysdj Hkfo"; ds

fy, iSlk cpkus rd ge xf.krh; ekWMyksa dk mi;ksx djrs gh gSaA xf.kr
dh le> ls gh euq"; us dEI;wVj cuk;s vkSj Kku dks lalkj ds gj dksus

rd igqapk;kA xf.kr dsoy x.kuk djus vkSj loky gy djus dk ekeyk
ugha gS cfYd ;g rks gekjs jkstejkZ ds thou dks lqxe cukus] lqjf{kr cukus

vkSj gesa le`) djus dk ekeyk gSA vkSj gka] ;kn j[kus dh ckr ;g Hkh
gS fd ekuo us xf.kr dk vkfo"dkj ugha fd;k gS] mlus mls tkuk vkSj

[kkstk gS---cl] ;dhuu!
uksV% gky gh esa foKku izlkj }kjk ek?k esys ¼10&31 tuojh] 2012½ rFkk
Xokfy;j esys ¼7 tuojh ls 15 Qjojh] 2012½] esas ̂ gekjs jkstejkZ ds thou
esa xf.kr* fo"k; ij nks izn'kZfu;ksa dk vk;kstu fd;k x;kA izR;sd izn'kZuh esa
15 iksLVj yxk, x;s Fks] ftuesa eq[;r% ;gha n'kkZ;k x;k Fkk fd xf.kr dk
gekjs thou ls fdruk xgjk laca/k gS] ftls vDlj ge eglwl gh ugha dj
ikrsA nksuksa izn'kZfu;ksa ds lHkh iksLVj foKku izlkj dh oSclkbV ij 'kh?kz gh
miyCèk gksaxs] ftUgsa vki MkmuyksM+ dj vius {ks=kksa esa izn'kZuh yxk ldsaxsA
lHkh Dycksa ls vuqjks/k gS fd vxj xf.kr fo"k; ij vki dksbZ ys[k] fDot]
ekFkk&iPph okyk loky ;k vU; dksbZ xfrfof/k Hkstuk pkgsa rks rqjUr dye
mBk, vkSj gesa fy[k HkstsaA vkidh jpuk dks foiusV esa vkids uke ds lkFk
izdkf'kr fd;k tk;sxkA

e/kqeD[kh }kjk vius NRrs cukus ds fy, T;kfefr "k"Vhdks.k dk mi;ksx
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At present the entire gamut of knowledge is available to
all of us with just a click of mouse.  But do we have
capability to convert that knowledge into technology for
the socioeconomic development of our country. Let's put
this question in other way, can the knowledge of chemistry
acquired at school be used to test the quality of water
which we drink at home or detect the adulteration in the
food stuff which we purchased from market? Certainly
the answer is no. One side   Indian science as a whole
has done well with a number of globally recognized
laudable programmes but our record of scientific paper
publication is very dismal and there is a decline interest in
science education among our youngsters. Can we say
that the science educations as is imparted, is adversely
effecting the innovation, inventiveness and creativity. If
we compare our self with our neighbour China, only, 35,000
patents were filed from India during
2007-2008 and China filed more than
2 million patents during same period.
We all agree to the fact that one of
the objectives of science education
is to develop inventiveness and
creativity along with competence. It
is also true that formal science
education as at present develops
competence. It is evident from the
fact that our students perform so
well in formal and scholastic tests,
but only a few make it to the grade
of outstanding researchers or original thinkers. The well
known reason for this paradoxical situation in our
education system, is due to the fact that it which seldom
encourages inventiveness and creativity and the practical
application of scientific knowledge in daily life.

Children are naturally observant and curious, and ready
to accept the challenges. They love observing and
exploring the world around them. In fact they are natural
scientists. But in the name of science education, science
is presented to them as a mere collection of facts, laws
and formulae- a system that encourages rote learning
rather than encouraging them to  learn the process,
approach and the methodology of or towards addressing
actual problems as one come across in day - to - day life.
In other words, there is hardly any scope to encourage or
promote curiosity, exploration and inventiveness or the
practical application of scientific knowledge.  Our
education system  does not provide much scope to ignite
the mind of  our youngsters to become a keen observer,

coining and  raising pertinent questions, building models,
predicting solutions on the basis of a model, trying out
various possible alternatives and arriving at an optimum
solution using experimentation, field work, research and
innovative ideas in self discovery mode. The problem of
energy needs, the threat our planet is facing from climatic
change, environmental degradation, the growing rate of
extinction of species, declining availability of fresh water
etc;  are paid not much attention as part of science
education. No doubt, a few programme like Children
Science Congress, National Science Exhibition and
Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research
(INSPIRE) has been  initiated as a corrective measure
to reform the education system. Even all these programme
are still in the category an informal/complementary science
education programme.

If we took at the national efforts
of science popularisation undertaken
in the last couple of decades, one
event that readily comes to mind is
Children's Science Congress, which
not only has changed the way the
science is to be looked at; but also
has ignited the minds of Indian
children. Over the years, the project
undertaken by the children on
various themes has  clearly shown
that they have learnt to apply the

scientific methods and develop the capability to translate
their classroom knowledge to action for solving their
problems. Time to time we have been giving  information
to our VIPNET Clubs and  publishing the survey report
of Children Science Congress. Through VIPNET News,
it is always our effort to give information about such
programmes which promote creativity, innovation by
encouraging the application of brain and head
simultaneously.

A few days back, I got an opportunity to be one of the
evaluator in one more such interesting programme i.e.
"Odyssey of Mind". This is a very interesting programme
which is an amalgamation of art and science. The format
of the programme is very interesting in which a group of
children are expected to present their solution of a pre-
decided problem by a drama. The design and structure of
programme is such that it give full scope to a child
imagination, converting  his/her the idea into a reality as a
problem solving device and presenting it in a drama form.

World Fair Odyssey of the Mind-2011-
Indian team in Opening Ceremony

Odyssey of Mind
A Creative Problem Solving Science Popularisation Programme

Odyssey of Mind
A Creative Problem Solving Science Popularisation Programme
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Now there is an opportunity for all the Indian children to
participate in this programme through their schools. In
this article we are providing you all the details of this
programme. In Odyssey of the Mind, students at a young
age learn Twenty-first century skills such as   creativity,
collaboration in team work, communication, problem
solving and decision making, adaptability, self analysis,
confidence and increased self-esteem. They work within
a budget, so they learn to manage their money.  They see
that there's often more than one way to solve a problem,
and that sometimes the process is more important than
the end result

 "Odyssey of the Mind" a  creative  problem solving
program was introduced in US in  1978, the program
helped pioneer the idea of creative problem solving as an
educational tool. Since that time, it has grown from a
small local organization to one that has affected the lives
of millions of students around the world. As on date around
40 countries are participating in this international program.
The program grew stronger each year because it provides
learning opportunities that allow students to apply their
talents and strengths to solving "problems" that appeal to
their own interests. Educators in countries like China and
Singapore have integrated the program with their
curriculum because they can apply classroom lessons to
the problem solutions. But more than being a learning
tool, the benefits of participation are innumerable.

  Though it is a competitive program but the
competitive element encourages kids to be the best that
they can be. It's simply about creativity, an element
important in the growth and development of children. It

not only encourages skill development but also nurtures
habits of managing resources, thinking differently to solve
a problem.  It develops communication skills as well as
technical skills. The learning process becomes fun filled.
For over 30 years, Odyssey of the Mind has been providing
students with opportunities to participate in creative
problem solving as a team.  Flexibility, adaptability, critical
thinking, and innovation have long been staples of the
program.

Who Can Participate
The Odyssey of the Mind Program is open to all students.
Over its more than thirty year history, millions of students
from around the world have participated in advancing to
World Finals! Looking at the potential of the program
NASA has been sponsoring at-least  1 of the   5 long
term  problems  decided for the year.

The themes Odyssey of Mind
 The themes are built around the following problems-
1. Development of Motion Vehicle:  Teams build a

vehicle powered by using defined number of  energy
sources and a propulsion systems. The vehicle has
to perform defined activities like moving in front and
reverse direction showing different emotions.

2. Weird Science - The NASA sponsored  activity,
asking children to pick up a picture from  the ones
displayed by them.  Define the location creatively
and based on sample analysis from that place define
the probable scientific reasons.

3. Classics…’ To be or Not To Be”:  Every year a
Classic is made the basis of performance. This year
(2012)  the teams   were asked to create  a
performance where they  depict the dual state of
Mind’. Their conscious /sub conscious mind
character is based on characters from  literary
classics  Hamlet.

4. Structure:   Using Balsa wood the dimensions of the
structure are defined and load bearing Capacity is
judged.  9 to 15  grams of Balsa Wood and glue
were designed into structures that have been  known
to hold thousands of pounds.

5. Odyssey Angels : This is a performance based
problem. The characters/ situations are defined and
script is woven around them. This year it was around

Odyssey of Mind, the very first creative problem-solving competition ever, was created by Dr. C.
Samuel Micklus, Professor Emeritus at Rowan University in New Jersey in 1978. Not-for-profit
organization Creative Competitions, Inc. (CCI),   administer the Odyssey of the Mind program in each
participating U.S. state and country. Thousands of teams from throughout the U.S. and from about 25
other countries namely  Canada, China, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Malaysia,
Poland, Singapore, and Uzbekistan , Korea and India , have been participating   in the program.   Since
last 10 years  NASA's Earth Science Enterprise and Earth Observing System Project Science Office
have been  sponsoring  an Odyssey of the Mind Long-Term Problem.

Participants getting ready for the performance
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Angels.  A dumb Angel and another with Super
power create an original performance that focused
on something that changes the life of individuals and
Community.

The overall process:
1.   Register for school membership – Identify School

Coordinator, Problem Coordinators (coaches).
2.   Division-wise and Problem-wise identification of

team(s). There have to be minimum 5  and maximum
7 members in the team.  The age of the eldest member
of the team decides the Division of the team.

Division I: Grades K to 5   - under the age of 12 years (as
on April 30 of World Fair year)
Division II: Grades 6 to 8 - under the age of 15 years
Division III: Grades 9 to 12- under the age of 18 years
Division IV:  -  Post High School
3.   Form teams for each identified problem. (Please send

information to India Coordinator of the Odyssey of
Mind programme).

4.   Wait for information on Schedule of Coaches and
participate in the session.

5.   Practice Long Term problems for each team.
6.   Practice Spontaneous problems.
7.   Develop scripts, Props, dresses for the Regional

contest
8.    Identify judges and send their information to Indian

Coordinator.
9.   Make Judges oversee the progress of students.
10.   Participate in India’s Final contest, if qualify in Indian

Fair,  prepare for World Fair  which is organised in
USA.

“I heard I forgot, I  saw I remembered, I did  I
understood.”
This proverb has been used by many educators
to stress on hands-on  teaching – learning
methodology  which helps development of various
faculties of brain. Creativity and critical thinking
are key to education as opposed to learning by
rote.  For development of country the citizens
need to think out-of-box  and  dream  with open
eyes.  Realizing the  fact that creativity can be
nurtured, school system have started   nurturing
the talent.
  Various studies on achievements of  students
nurtured for development of various skills have
been taken up.  As per a  study  report by E. Paul
Torrance, a famous American educator, to predict
the creative achievements in adult life,  “The
comprehensive study found that highly creative
students outperformed   the highly intellectual
ones in a ratio of 3:1.”

Since past two year, In India the Odyssey of Mind  is
being organised and  children has participated  in the
international event i.e.; World Fair.
For More details-
visit www. odysseyofthemind.com.
Those interested in participation can contact  Prebhat
Sachdeva, Director, Odyssey of the Mind – India at
suprabhat.ens@gmail.com or visit www. Om-
india.com

ODYSSEY of the Mind is an extra-curricular
school activity in creative problem-solving.
Modelled on interscholastic sports, Odyssey of the
Mind’s creative competitions combines the
excitement of athletic competition with fun-filled
often zany mental gymnastics. Teams match wits
& abilities at regional, national and world
competition.
ODYSSEY of the Mind is an international
educational program for students from
kindergarten through college. Team members
apply their creativity to solve problems that range
from building mechanical devices to presenting
their own interpretation of literary classics. They
then bring their solutions to competition on the
local, state, and World level. Thousands of teams
from throughout the U.S. and from about 25 other
countries, including India participate in the
program.

ODYSSEY of Mind  teaches students how to think
divergently by providing open-ended problems
that appeal to a wide range of interests. Students
learn how to identify challenges and to think
creatively to solve those problems. They are free
to express their ideas and suggestions without fear
of criticism. The creative problem-solving process
rewards thinking “outside of the box.

Presented by : B.K. Tyagi
bktyagi@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Performance in progress
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The 19th National Children's Science Congress was organised at Jaipur during 27 to 31th December, 2011.  In
the congress about 610 child Scientists representing 34 States and UT's participated and presented their finding
in more than 17 different Indian languages. 15 research organization such as DRDO, BARC, ISRO including
Vigyan Prasar put-up their stalls in the exhibition. Activity corners like Vedic Mathematics, Virtual Labs,
Nanotechnology, Liquid Nitrogen shows etc. were the main attraction of this exibition.

Scientists from various field like IPR, space application, science communication etc. interacted with the child
scientists in face to face sessions. Opportunity was also made available to the Child Scientists to interacts though
video conferencing to the scientists of renowned institutions in Pune, Ahmedabad, Delhi, Chennai, Bangalore and
Kolkata.

Vigyan Prasar put-up an exhibition on theam 'Transit of Venus' and organised quizzes for the child scientist
and other children visited the exhibition. Vigyan Prasar distributed around Ten prizes each day  in the form of VP
software to the winners of various quizzes.

Inaugural  Session  in progress

19th Children Science Congress
 Jaipur (27-31 Decmber, 2011)
19th Children Science Congress
 Jaipur (27-31 Decmber, 2011)
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B.K. Tyagi
bktyagi@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Poster presentation in progress
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'Googol, can you say what is common in duck, egg and
love?'
The question came from my uncle. I was doing my math
homework and he was absorbed with some intricate
problems in mathematics when suddenly he popped the
question to me.
I fumbled for a second. I did not have a clue about the
answer.
'Do you want more clues?' uncle asked me again seeing
my blank look.
'Well, yes…' I was not sure how much that would help.
'Well, here is a cryptic clue for you: number delivered in
a circular letter,' said he.
'I suppose all letters delivered by postman are rectangular.
I did not see a circular letter ever,'
I tried to reason with him.
'Fool, the word letter is a pun'.
This time uncle was seemingly
upset over my hurried reply
without giving much thought in it.
Well, before you also try thinking
with me, let me introduce myself
first. I am Googol. Of course, this
is my nickname, but I like the
name very much. And everybody
calls me in this name. When I was
born, my mathematician uncle has
given this name to me.
The name googol carries an
interesting story what my uncle
later told me. In 1938, Dr. Edward
Kasner (1878-1955), a
mathematician, asked his nephew
Milton Sirotta, then nine years old, to think a name for a
really big number, namely, 1 with a hundred zeros after it
(10100). Milton came up with the name googol. Then at
the same time, to name a still larger number, Dr. Kasner
coined the term googolplex. It was first suggested that a
googolplex should be 1, followed by writing zeros until
you got tired. This was a description of what would happen
if one actually tried to write a googolplex, but as you can
presume that different people got tired at different times.
The googolplex then, is determined as a specific finite
number, with so many zeros after the 1 that the number
of zeros is a googol (10googol). A googolplex is much
bigger than a googol, much bigger even than a googol
times a googol. These inventions caught the public's fancy

and are often mentioned in discussions of very large
numbers. In this context, let me give you another
information that Dr. Edward Kasner wrote a book with
James Newman titled Mathematics and the Imagination.
Now about my uncle's riddle. I tried to get the information
from the cryptic clue. The clue that that word letter is a
pun led me to think about our alphabetic letter. And here
we have the circular letter 'O' and the number delivered
with that letter is... 'Oh, I got that!' I exclaimed, 'the
answer is Zero'.
But still I was not sure about how to relate zero with
duck, egg and love. So I commented, 'But uncle, how
other three words are related with zero?'
'Well, you know when a cricketer gets a duck…'

'Yes, when he scores no run that
means zero'
'And in tennis or badminton, you
might have heard the score as 10-
love'
'And in that case also the score
love means zero'
'The French word for egg is
l'oeuf. Now since zero looks more
or less similar in shape as that of
an egg, so l'oeuf after some
changes became love, which the
present reason of calling a zero
as love'
'There are of course a lot of
names given to zero or something
conceptually as zero like cipher,
aught, nought, naught, not, nil, null,
nothing, none.'

'And I have heard people say the letter 'O' to say zero
like O-1-3-1 to represent 0131.'
'Yes, you are right. Sometime it is quicker and easier to
pronounce monosyllable words. That may be the reason
for speaking 'O' as zero. Of course, there are some
incidences where something like 'O' was used by early
mathematicians to represent zero.'
'He might be a genius who discovered zero?'
'Indeed he was. But there is a long history of zero…'
'Tell me something about it,' I was very eager to know.
 'Initially, the zero as a number was not available. There
was the idea of empty space, which may be thought
conceptually similar to zero. Babylonians around 700 BC

Aryabhata (500AD)

A Brief History of ZeroA Brief History of Zero
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uses three hooks to denote an empty place in the positional
notation. They used a symbol sort of like a "Y" for one,
and a symbol sort of like "<" for ten.'
'What about Greek mathematicians?' I asked.
'Yes, almost during the same time, Greek mathematicians
made some unique contributions to
mathematics. The interesting
feature is that Greek math is mostly
based on geometry. Euclid wrote a
book on number theory named
Elements, but that was completely
based on geometry. The newer
system of Greek math, which is
more than 2000 years old, uses
Greek letters for 1 to 9, 10 to 90,
and 100 to 900.  1 is written as 'A'
(alpha), 10 as 'I' (iota), and 100 as '
' (rho). They did use a limited place
system, so '111' was written as ' IA'.
For 1000 and above they used a
mark such as ',' or '/' before the
number of thousands.  So, '1000' is
',A' or '/A' , and ten thousand is ',I'
or '/I'.
'So there was no concept of zero even for Greek
mathematicians,' I wondered.
'Not exactly like that. Greek astronomers might feel the
need of empty space and they began to use the symbol
'O'. It is not clear why they favoured the particular
notation. It may be related with the first letter of the
Greek word for nothing namely ouden or it may come
from obol, a coin of almost no value.'
'I think then Romans also did not have any idea of zero,
since I know Roman number system has letter like 'X'
for 10,' I said.
'You are right. Roman numerals for 1, 10, 100, and 1000
are I, X, C, and M. It is interesting that Greeks or Romans
relied more on the Abacus that they used to perform
arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction,

division, or multiplication and they must not have thought
any operation related with zero.'
'So zero was not in the mind of those early Greek or
Roman mathematicians,' I said.
'Yes, in early history of most of these civilizations, there

was no concrete evidence of zero
or its use. This may be due to
conceptual difficulty to figure out
something, which would represent
nothingness.'
'What about Indian civilization?' I
got interested.
 'Around 650AD, the use of zero
as a number came into Indian
mathematics. The Indian used a
place-value system and zero was
used to denote an empty place. In
fact there is evidence of an empty
placeholder in positional numbers
from as early as 200AD in India.
In around 500AD Aryabhata
devised a number system, which
has no zero, as a positional system,
but used to denote empty space.

There is evidence that a dot had been used in earlier
Indian manuscripts to denote an empty place in positional
notation. For example, to represent '100' it would be two
dots after 1.'
'So use of zero as number started,' I said.
 'In 628 AD, Brahmagupta wrote Brahmasphutasiddhanta
(The Opening of the Universe), and attempted to give
the rules for arithmetic involving zero and negative
numbers. He explained that given a number then if you
subtract it from itself you obtain zero. He gave the
following rules for addition, which involve zero: The sum
of zero and a negative number is negative, the sum of a
positive number and zero is positive; the sum of zero and
zero is zero. Similarly, he gave the correct rules for
subtraction also.

Brahmagupta  (628 AD)
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 What's in a name?
Portuguese: zero
Italian: nullità
French: zéro
German: null
Spanish: cero
Danish, Indonesian: nol
Dutch: nul
Finnish: nolla
Hungarian: zero
Norwegian: null
Swedish: noll
 Words similar or closer to meaning of zero are cipher,

aught, nought, naught, not, nil, null, nothing, none.
 Probably the synonymous word (z)ero and (n)il

produced the word zilch, which is a slang meaning
nothing. Sometime a person is also called zilch to
indicate as being insignificant or nonentity.

 The word goose egg is another slang for zero, especially
when written as a numeral to indicate that no points
have been scored.
 In mathematics, the terminology infinitesimal indicates

a function or variable continuously approaching zero
as a limit.
 Nilpotent is an algebraic quantity that when raised to

a certain power equals zero.

'Brahmagupta then said that any number when multiplied
by zero is zero but when it comes to zero, he gave some
rules that were not correct. But remember, when the
concept was just developing, it is quite usual that he would
make the mistake. So it is an excellent attempt to visualise
number system in the light of negative numbers, zero and
positive numbers.'
'Brahmagupta seems a genius!' I exclaimed.
'In 830, Mahavira wrote Ganita Sara Samgraha
(Collections of Mathematics Briefings), which was
designed as an update of Brahmagupta's book. He
correctly stated the multiplication rules for zero but again
gave incorrect rule for division by zero.'
'So could anybody make the correction?' I said.
'After 500 years of Brahmagupta, Bhaskara tried to solve
the problem of division by stating that any number divided
by zero as infinity. Well, conceptually though it is still
incorrect, however Bhaskara did correctly state other
properties of zero, such as square of zero is zero and
square root of zero is also zero.'
'So Indian mathematicians developed the concept of zero
and stated different mathematical operations involved with
zero. But how did the concept spread to all over the
world?' I asked.
'The Islamic and Arabic mathematicians took the ideas
of the Indian mathematicians to further west. Al-
Khwarizmi described the Indian place-value system of
numerals based on zero and other numerals. Ibn Ezra, in
the 12th century, wrote The Book of the Number, which
spread the concepts of the Indian numeral symbols and
decimal fractions to Europe.
'In 1247 the Chinese mathematician Ch'in Chiu-Shao
wrote Mathematical treatise in nine sections which uses
the symbol 'O' for zero. In 1303, Chu Shih-Chieh wrote
Jade Mirror of the Four Elements, which again used the
symbol 'O' for zero.
'In around 1200, Leonardo Fibonacci wrote Liber Abaci
where he described the nine Indian symbols together with
the sign '0'. However, the concept of zero took some
time for acceptance. It is only around 1600 that zero began
to come into widespread use after encountering a lot of
supports and criticisms from mathematicians of the world.'
'So shunyam given by our forefathers was recognised in
the world and made its place permanently as zero,' I
commented.
'Interestingly, the word zero probably came from Sanskrit
word for shunyam or the Hindi equivalent of shunya. The
word shunyam was translated to Arabic as al-sifer.
Fibonacci mentioned it as cifra from which we have
obtained our present cipher, meaning empty space. From

this original Italian word or from alteration of Medieval
Latin zephirum, the present word zero might have
originated.'
'That's really interesting. Uncle, I have a question. I have
still a dilemma regarding division with zero. Could you
please clarify more?' I expressed my problem.
'Well dear, it will take some more time for clarification. I
will take it in some other day,' uncle remarked and again
become engrossed with his problem after this long
discussion.
I had also to finish my homework, so I stopped for the
time being. But zero was moving in my brain, and many
questions started coming in my mind regarding this
amazing concept of nothing.
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 Last date of receiving correct entries: 15 May, 2012.
 Winners will get activity kit/ books as a prize.

Please send your entries to:-
Mathematical Puzzle-23 , VIPNET News,
Vigyan Prasar,  A-50, Sector 62,  Noida-201 309 (U.P.)

 Mathemitical Puzzle 23, based on Number System

 Chemicals Terminology Puzzle- 19

 R. K. Yadav
drrahiiprs@gmail.com

Name of the winners:

1-  R.M. Ganga Pavani (Chennai)

2- Partha Dutta (West Bangal)

3- Rishab Raina (Jammu)

fp=k igsyh& 69& 69& 69& 69& 69 / Photo Quiz - 69

 Last date of receiving correct entries: 15 May, 2012
    Send Quiz Ans. to desk : VIPNET Photo Quiz  69,

        VIGYAN, PRASAR, A-50,  Sec.  62, Noida-201 309 (U.P.)

This year the photo quiz will be based on Mathematical as part
of National Mathematical Year 2012

The puzzle has been Designed as part of
National Mathematical Year-2012

NAME OF THE WINNERS: -

National Mathematical Year 2012

A fish structure made by 8 match stick in the figure. Pick
any three stick only at a time and put these sticks in such
a way that fish becomes inverted.

 fp=k esa 8 ekfpl dh rhfy;ksa ls cuh eNyh dh vkÑfr gSA blesa ls
fdlh Hkh rhu rhyh dks ,d lkFk mBkb, vkSj mu rhfy;ksa dks bl izdkj
jf[k, fd eNyh dh vkÑfr myVh gks tk,A

1- Nazre Husain Ansari ( Pilibhit), 2- Swayam Prakash Das
(Odisha), 3- Anam Arya (Khagaria)

Correct Answer of Photo Quiz 64

Brain Teaser / tqxr yxkvksa

 mÙkj izkIr djus dh vafre frfFk% 15] ebZ] 2012
 MªkW }kjk p;fur fotsrkvksa dks iqjLdkj Lo:i foKku izlkj ds izdk'ku Hksts tk,¡xsA
 vius tokc bl irs ij Hkstsa % foiusV fp=k igsyh & 69] foKku izlkj]  ,&50]
lsDVj 62] uks,Mk&201 309 ¼mRrj izns'k½

Penicillin

Penicillin was the first group of
antibiotics that were effective
against many previously untreatable
diseases such as syphilis and
Staphylococcus infections.
Scottish scientist Alexander Fleming accidentally
discovered penicillin in 1928. For this discovery he
received the Noble Prize in Medicine in 1945. The
discovery of penicillin and subsequent antibiotic drug
mark the most important development in the world of
medicine. The chemical structure of penicillin was
determined by British chemist Dorothy Crowfoot
Hodgkin in 1945.

1 2

3 45 6

7 8

Clues
• A number, which is the Square root of

a negative number.
• Any number that can be express as a

fraction x/y with x a natural number
and y an integer.

• 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and so on…are
• A whole number. It may be positive,

negative, or zero.
• A number that can be divided by only

itself and one.
• A number greater than zero.
• An integer (whole number) that is not

divisible evenly by 2.
• An integer which is a multiple of two
• A counting number.
• A number less than zero.
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Club speakClub speak
foKku esys dk vk;kstuk

mPp izkFkfed fo|ky;] tqa>kjksa dk ckkfM+;k] ftyk vtesj }kjk fo|ky;
ifjlj esa foKku esys dk vk;kstu fd;k x;kA foKku esys esa foKku ls
lacaf/kr dk;ZØe tSls&ikuh esa Hkaoj cukuk] fcuk gkFk yxk;s ikuh Hkjs
fxykl esa ls flDdk fudkyuk] izdk'k lh/kh js[kk esa pyrk gS rFkk izdk'k
dk ijkorZu dSls gksrk gS lkFk gh NM+h dk larqyu fcUnq Kkr djuk o
pEep }kjk ?kaVh dh vkokt lquuk vkfn dk;ZØe eq[; #i ls vk;ksftr
fd, x;sA dk;ZØe ds vU; Ldwy ds cPpksa us Hkh Hkkx fy;kA

foKku izn'kZuh dk vk;kstu

MkW- ,-ih-ts- vCnqy dyke Dyc] [kqlhZikj] fHkykbZ] ftyk nqxZ] }kjk fofHkUu
oSKkfud iz;ksxksa dh izn'kZuh yxk;h xbZA

izn'kZuh esa o"kkZekih] ok;qnkiekih] cSjksehVj] fn'kk lwpd ;a=k] tjusVj]
lq{en'khZ fo|qr ?kaVh vkfn ;a=kksa ds fo"k; esa Nk=k&Nk=kkvksa dks voxr
djk;k x;kA

Celebration of Ozone Day &
National Science Day

Jeevan Sikshan Vidyalaya, Parvati Nagar, Nagpur
organised 'Ozone day' on 16th September to show the
importance of ozone layer as well as celebrate national
science day on 28th February in this occassion club also
organised science exhibition. oSdfYid rdZ

fp=k
kadu
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lh 
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xksyw
dh
lksp

Celebration of Van Mahotsava
Anveshan Vipnet Club, Hazaribagh, organised holding of
the 61st Van Mahotsava as a DAV Forest Department
joint venue and this singular honour has been due mainly
to and a vindication of, our strong and steadfast espousal
of the cause of conservation through plantation.
On this occasion the sapling were planted of the DAV
Hazaribag campus by the Chief Guest and the other
distinguished guests.


